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FOREWORD

This report has been prepared for the Office of Naval Research

under Contract No. Nonr-2180(90) entitled, "Research on Human Power Output".

Dr. Max W. Lund, Head, Engineering Psychology Branch, Psychological
Sciences Division, Office of Naval Research is the scientific officer.

Kr. Esra S. Krendel, Chief, Engineering Psychology Section, The
Franklin Institute Laboratories for Research and Development is the principal
investigator.

The author would like to thank Dr. A. E. Hickey, Jr. for making
previously unpublished data available for this report and Dr. A. W. Raspet
for his help in obtaining data from a report of the Muskelflug Institut.

Finally, apologies are offered to the many authors of the prime
sources referenced in this report for the Lreatment to which their data
were subjected in the following pages.
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A BSTRACT

A scheme for designing man-powerfod devices for optimal power
transfer frem the human operator to the mechanism is discussed. Data
indicating the feasibility of such a design are presented.

Sucl data as were available for unusually high as well as for
averago power production in cranking, pedalling, and other tasks are
presented in a systematic fashion.
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SECTION I 
I

INTRODUCT10N

Man is a gregarious tool-using animal. Within this definition

of our species lies the central problem of engineering psychology: how

do men function in company with other men, in company with :.chines, or

with both men and machines? In this paper we will be concerned with a

restricted phase of man's tool-using activity; namely, his ability to

perform work in the physical sense of the word.

This restriction to the performance of physical work by man

means that we will be dealing in energetics rather than dynamics. To

study the dynamics of the power-producing man would require a detailed

description of all the forces generated, their points of application, and

the structural constraints. Although work has been begun along these

lines, such a detailed analysis is beyorJ the s:ope of this report. A

discussuion of energies is considerably easier, since one can deal with

average, scalar quantities. In order to achieve this simplicity of

desciiption, we pay a price. This price is the loss of the detailed time

history of the process which a dynamic study would afford. Actually, we

will discuss dyramics in Section II of this report. We will do this, in

order to gain insight into methods by which energy transmisqion may be

improved. The measured dava which will be presented subseqiently, however,

will be almost exclusively measurements of power and work.

By work is meant thA product of a force and the distance along

which it is directed. The units in which work is expressed are those of

energy, and thus work can be measured by increases in mechanical potential

energy, kinetic ener&, chemical or electrical energy, heat, and even

light and sound. 'fork may be useful or it may be dissipated and wasted.

By useful work we mean work which achieves a change external to the energ-

producing device which Is desirable according to some given criterion.

Internal work, like internal power losses in A battery, is undesirable.
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The quantity with which this report will be mainly concerned is power.

Power is defined as the time rate of doing work.

There are YW8 different units for expressing power. The most

comn are watts, kilocalories/minuto, foot-pounds/ainute, kilogram-

maters/minuto, an horsepower. In the following pages, we shall use

horsepower as the standard unit almost exclusively, since this unit has

a certain intuitive appeal. As used in this report, one horsepower is

defined as 550 foot-pounds/second. There are other definitions of horse-

power which are approximately, but not exactlys, equal to the foregoing.

The common definition in this country and Great Britain of one

horsepower being equal to 746 watts is equivalent in practical w.tters

to our working definition, since 550 foot-pounds/second equals 745.7

watts. The horsepower used in continental Europe is called metric horse-

power. Since 1.014 horsepower - metric horsepower, this definition is

sufficiently close to 550 foot-pounds/secoro for any of the purposes of

this report.

When the tools or machines with which man worked were rather

primitive the major purpose in using a man to operate a machine was to

exploit his ability to generate mechanical power in a controlled fashion.

As technology advanced, it became less important that the Y,.nan operator

be capable of generating power, and more important that he function as a 4

control element. Consider Figure 1-1 which is a diagranuatic presenta- f

tion of man as a controller and power source.

MAN

ierwe 1i-b. Cloed LAop CAmtrol

2
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Figaro 1-10. OW. Loop C0trol

In the intact organism it is impossible to completely isolate

the human operator's control functioning from his powr-generating .,nc-

tioning since ary measurements will irmolve sOme form of power-produced

output. We can, however, as a practical matter, distinguish between

those functions of the human operator which are orimari control and

those functions which are primarill power production. This distinction

parallels the commonly used division in electrical engineering applica-

tiors between communications engineering and power engineering. Thus,

we are examining complenentary aspects of man; the energy-producing

controller.

There exists at present a highly organizsed body of knowledge

about the control functions of man. By and large, the data basic to this

body of knowledge were gathered under conditions such that the control

dynamics in Figure la or lb contained a source of power considerably in

excess of the power inherent in a mants musculature. Thus, whether per-

forming an open loop task like lowering an aircraft's wheel]s before

landing, or whether performing a closed loop task like training a naval

gun, the human was operating so that his strength was amplified by the

mechanism under control. The interest in this type of human activity was

a logical consequence of the extended evolutionary developwmnt wherein

man learned to harness and to create power sources. As power sources

3
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bocam more complicated and the operator's relationship with these sources

bcams more remote, the problem of contrcllirg these power sources with

rlatively minor outputs of energy increased in importance.

When technoloy was rather primitive, the amount of power a man

could gonerAte and the duration for which he could maintain it were of

interest. MarW manpowr-operated devices devised in ancien, times evolved

to what is probably a reasonably efficient level of performance. Consider

the technique used by the ancient L1rptian, and still in use today, to

draw water from the Nile for irrigation by means of a device called the

shadoof .

The shadoof is a man-powered counterpoised sweep used to lift

water and deliver it into a channel. The water is carried in a bucket

which is lashed to the base of an upright pole. The upper end of this

pole is attached by means of a rope to one end of a light, fairly rigid

beam. At about three quarters of the distance to the lower end of this

beam a wooden pivot pin passes through a hole In the beam. This pin is

suspended by short cords of rope attached to a sturdy wooden bar; the

ends of which are supported by two upright pillars of wood or reinforced

mud. A globular mass of dried mud and chopped straw is plastered around

the other end of the beam to serve as a counterpoise. This counterpoise

of about 230 pounds is heavy enough to raise a bucketful of water sus-

pended from the other end of the beam.

The system operates by the man pulling down on the light up-

right pole, iarting potential energy to the counterpoise, and releasing

the pole so that the counterpoiae in releasing its energy raises the

bucket. The rnan does work by bending his body to extreme flexion when

pulling down cm the bucket and straightening to tht upright position as

the bucket ascends. The customary work scheduling used is for two men

to work alterrately at the rate of about 6- buckets per minute; each2
working 6 hourr daily. If we consider the bucket to weigh 60 pounds, and

it is lifted 11 feet, each man produces 0.13 hp per 6-hour day. On the

4
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other hand, if we consider the work the man does on the counterpoise,

wtich is his actual external work output, it is about 0.15 hp per 6-hour

lay.

Since the shadoof has been used for at least 3000 years, it is

reasonable to believe that it represents a design which is optimal in

some sense. Very possibly, were we to consider th overall energy rela-

tions in terms of caloric intake, metabolism, and useful work output,

tke particular work scheduling and mechanism which was evolved represents

a peak of efficiency achieved by evolution. It is entertaining to wonder

whether the oscillating ran-shadoof system approaches a resorant condition

with the energy interchange occurring between the active h,mari element and

the passive globular blob.

Arhther example of man power generation under the implied restric-

t1on that fatigie be kept within reasonable bounds, an unfortunately hazy

notion, resulted from Coulomb's thoughts on the subject(! ).

Coulomb held that the greatest work which a man can perform each

day without undue fatigue consists in raising his own body. The simplest

contrivance meeting Coulomb's requirements was used by Capt. Coignet in

the construction of the earthworks of a fort near Paris. TLe device con-

sisted of a pilley havini boards at either end. One board carried the

man aMd the other the load which weighed slightly less than the man. The

man clambered p th fortlfictAion wall and stood upon the oard. His

weight then caused the weight to rise as he descended. The average power

generated by this method was 0.13 hp over an 8-hour day. Each worker

raised his own body weight (about 70 kgms) 13 meters high, 310 times per

dajy.

Poncelet and General Morin compiled a table for manual work from

which the following entries were drawn and which includes coignet's data(O).

51
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Table 1-1 MANUAL WOR FROM PONCEI AND JVRIN

lot's Actity 2rton Averae Horseowar

1. Wsihg his own weight up stair
or ladder 8 hours 0.13

2. Hauling up weight with rope 6 hours 0.055
3. Lifting weights by hand 6 hours 0.044
4. Carrying weights upstairs 6 hours 0.034
5. hoveling up earth to a height

of 5 feet, 3 inches 10 hours 0.014
6. Wheli eajth in barrow up slope

of 1 in/ft9s his. viloc. 0.9 ft/sec
(return empty) 10 hours 0.018

7. Pushing or pulling horizontally
(capstan or oar) 8 hours 0.096

8. Turning a crank or winch 8 hours 0.082
9. Turning a crank or winch 2 minutes 0.524

Additional date on humn power output on a daily basis were

eathered in England as the indstrial revolution gathered winntum and

economic ca.Wstition became keener.

!n these and mrwr otner assessments of the capabilities of' men

to do work, the output of the mechanism in terms of a weight lifted a

certain number of feet in a given length o1 time provided the measure of
tee mants power. Since a direct measure of the mants work was not made,

that part of the man's energy which was required to overcome frictional

resistance in the mechanism cannot be specified accurately. As a result,

we have no good idea of what the mants output really was. Clark, howevsr,

suggests, that as a rule of thumb, one-third of the man's output was

dissipated in overcoming resistive losses. We have denoted this compen-

sated output as actual generated horsepower in the following paraphrased

data (1&).

A Kr. Sumaton concluded that "good English labour-
ere" could produce the equivalent of 3904 foot-pounds
of work per minute; and this was estimated to be about
twice the output of ordinary persons "promiscouly
picked up." The task on which r., Smaton made his
test was one of pumping water and the system power out-
put was 0.118 horsepower or actual generated horsepower
of 0.157. The tie interval was presumably 8 hours.

6
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Mr. John Walker found that an ordinary laborer
working daily at a winch or crane handle could exert
at average force of 14 pouin absing at th$ rete of
220 foet per minute equivalent to a system output of
0.093 horsepower or average, actual generated horse-
power of 0.124.

Under conditior similar to Kr. alker's, a
Mr. Glynn asserted that a mn--rachine system could
generate 0.167 horsepower for short periods of time
and 0.10 horsepower continuously. I'Us data differed
from Mr. Walker's in that he cltimed that the subjects
could exert 25-pound forces and 15-pound forces on the
crane handle under bursts of effort and steady-state
conditions, The co:responding actual generated horse-
powfra are 0.223 and 0.13.

A Mr. G. B. Bruce found that a laborer in average
work at a pile driver exerts a force of 16 pounds, plus
overcoming the resistance of the gearing, at a velocity
of 270 feet per minute, for 10 hours a day, -aking one
blow every four minutes. The average power is thus
0.131 horsepower or actual generated horepower is 0.175.

In 1826, Mr. Joshua ield, as reported by Clark,
tested the performnce of men at a crane of rough con-
struction. The handle was eighteen inehes long and the
loads on the handle varied from 10 to 35 pounds. His
results are presented in Table 1-2.

Mr. Field stated that experiment No. 4 gave a near
approximation to the maximum for humn power generated
over 2.5 minutes. He found that in the succeeding
trials the men were so exhausted as to be unable to let
down the load.

7
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Table 1-2 MANUAL P OI(MAKCZ AT A CRM

Static resistance Time in Useful Actual
Up. of load on the raising horsepower generated

0~. bandit inwg miuM. (an output -osOM iReraa

1 10 1.5 0.350 0.467 Essily done by a
stout Ugtehman.

2 15 2.25 0.349 0.465 Tolerably easily
by the sam man.

3 20 2.0 0.525 0.700 Not easily by a
sturdy Irisiman.

4 25 2.5 0.525 0.700 With difficulty by
a stout Englishman.

5 30 2.5 0.630 0.840 With difficulty by
a London man.

6 35 2.2 0.833 1.111 With the utmost dlf-
ficulty by a tall
Irishman.

7 35 2.5 0.736 0.981 With the utmost dif-
ficulty by a London
man&

8 35 2.83 0.650 0.867 With extreme labour
by a tall Irishiman.

9 35 3.0 0.612 0.816 With very great ex-
ertion by a sturdy
Irishman*

10 35 4.05 0.458 0.611 With the utmost ex-
ertion by a Welshman.

11 35 ..-.. Given up at this time
by an Irishman.

Although these early data leave much desired, it is clear

that many of the major problems in human power output were recognised by

these early observers. Thus, both Bruce and Glynn and the ancient Egyptians
were cognisant of timse.cheduling problem, and Field certainly recognised

population sampling problems.

Our present interest in man as a power generating device has two

bases. First, we have a desire to he able to integrate our knowledge of

how mants energy resources function with our knowledge of how man operates
as a control device. In so doing, we will come closer to achieving a de-

scription of man. Without a dynamic discussion of the aztuators, however,

our description will be lacking. Second, there are practical problems whic

8
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arise when man is called on to generate power. Such demands can occur

under the following conditions:

(1) For either safety or military reasons it may be necessary

for man to be capable of operating certain devices when other power sources

fail.

(2) Limitations of spc. and weight as would occur in space

vehicles may be such that power augmentation is logistically expensive.

If the human is a passenger acting as an observer he may have to act as

sensor, controller, and to a modest extent, power source as well, to

pay his way.

1I

tI
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SECTION II

POWER TRANSFER

In order to gain some perspective on a mechanical system utiliz-

ing human power, it will be worthwhile to make some general statements

about the transfer of power to a useful load (_). In Figure 2-1, we have

a human powcr source connected in some unspecified manner to a load; i.e.,

some device on which work is to be done. The force output of the man is

fM(t).

MUkAN POWER fMlt) LoAD

SOURCE I1

Figure 2-1. Block Diagram of Man Transferring Power to a Load

We can characterize the human power source as having an internal impedance,

ZM, composed of resistance, 4 , and a reactance, L 4. Siilarly, we can

characterize the load as having an impedance, Z = R t X and fL = RL L± XLai
+ R where R, is tne resistance in the load due to frictional efforts

and RUL is the resistance characterizing the useful load. We will leave

in abeyance the question as to whether once characterizing a man in this

manner we can ever obtain relevant measurements. L0t us consider two

simple cases:

First, let f,(t), thc-i.C:Is fu tU& output, be equal to a const nt

FM, and let us consider XM = XL = 0. The 3ignificance of' allowing the

reactances to be zero is that this assumed system does not contain encr.!y

storage devices. Under these conditions the power transmitted to the load,

P can be expressed as follows:

FL = " + 2 UL (2-1)

lO ( IM + 1FR + iIU

10
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(a) Since the second tWra in the above expression represents

wasted power, we clearly want to design our system so as to minimize RFR
under all conditions.

(b) Consider P , the man's internal resistance, as a variable

under our control. Such a condition my arise as a consequence of a work

scheduling such that fatigue products are minimized, or it may arise ty

properly choosing the man's location with regard to his machine, or by a

proper choice of human output. Equation (2-1) states that the useful

power delivered to the load will e at a maximum for as small as

possible.

(c) Consider the useful resistive load itself, iL, as being a

variable under our control. This is, of course, the most :ormon circum-

stance which we might eno-inta in practice. Our useful power is then

PUL" M % 2 (2-2)

('I+LU + "Fi)

and this expression is maximized, subject to the above conditions for

RUE V Rt14 + RFR" (2-3)

The requirement to minimize RF still obtains, of course.

The foregoi-4 'llustrates that it is reasona!!e t:) postulate a

maximum power transfer -ondition for a hxian operator generiting a steady

force output. However, when attempting to applyo the concep' of matching

impedances illustrated in Lqvation k2- 3), one is confronted w!th the prob-

lem that neither FM nor are irlependent of one another; nor are they

independent of time. The circlistances under which a man exerts a force

determines the time history of this force and the time nistory of his

internal resistance and their mutual interdependence.

11
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One can elaborate Squation (2-3) slightly by assuming that the

force which the man produce., f', is a function of time. For simplicity,

let us consider a sinusoidal time dependency such that

~w (2-4)

This aoui tion of a harmonic force output of frequency Is not

very rostrictive, since a harmonic output is a reasonable approximation

to an on-off duty cycle type of operation. The period of the duty cycle

can be approximated by the funamental of the harmonic analysis used, and

the higher harmonice can often either be neglected or lumped together and

treated as a residual error in the athomatical model chosen.

The harmionic output described in Equation (2-4) could be achieved

without periodic work scheduling if the human operator in Figure 1-1 is

defimd so as to include the physical device through which he applies force.

If the poeor-gnerating system were defined as a man and a wheel which he

was rotating, then the conversion of this system's output to a linear motion

woul4 produce a harnonic force output. In tim , of course, we would expect

an attonuation of this output and we might expect a force whose time history -4

could be approxiwated by

fm FNe~~ (2-5)

The decay term, , would be a function of the conditions under

which power was exerted as well as of the physiology, and perhaps psycholog,

of the man generating the power.

Essentially the sam reciprocating effect can be obtained by operat-

ing such mchanisms as a pump handle. In such an example there is not a

true zero output on the man's part during the "off" cycle, but the "on" cycle

power is much greater than the "off" cycle power.

12
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The useful purpose served by introducing a model for force out-

put which has a periodic time characteristic is that we can elaborate the

previously used model for the man'si, Z. and the load's imd-

ance, ZL, by including the reactance terms. Reactance elements can be

thought of on an intuitive level as devices which can store and then re-

lease energy. Thus, one can see that if energy is supplied to a oyster

in a periodic fashion it might I possible to arrang. reactance eleamnts

in such a manner that a smooth energy output would result. Furthermore,

one would expect that the optimal power transfer conditions stated for

pure resistive loads would be altered.

Equation (2-1) becomes the following when we include the effects

on the system of energy storage devices:

L ~~ ~~ 2 2 z X)] [ft+auL'a2 +~ (Nu _ __ __ _

(a) As before, it is clear that RFR, the frictional resistanceg

should be as small as possible.

(b) If we consider N as the variable with respect to which we

maximise PUL' one can show that this maximisation occurs when

is as small as possible.

If, in addition, we can control Xx an XL then the maximum occurs for

XM - XL

13
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(c) If we consider the useful resistive loads RUL" as being a
variable under our control, then maxia power transfer conditions becom:

vhresa before, R is to be made as saall as pomsible.

r (d) If ons or both re&ctn os are adjustable then X- - XL
Is another maximising condition.

As with the constant force output condition, we bsve the prob-
lea of parameters in the power transfer expression which are dependent
both on the conditions of exertion and on time. The humants mechanical

reactance, X, hewever, is somewhat Less dependent on the foregoing
f&tors than is the resistive term N. I h.s follows from the definition
of :In term of system coponentes

for rotational motion

for rectilinear otion (2-4)

I is the moment of inartiaand M. is thi mass for that portion of th.e
operator's anatoll which is involved in generating power. Clearly this
parameters though dependent on the technique selected for generating powers
is relatively insensitive to time effects. The compliance terms, 1 for

rotational motion, and S' for reotilinear motion may change with both the
operator's position and with time. This is beoause the resilance or
springiness of the antoq is a function of muscle tone which is in turn

14
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presumably governed by s :ch tire dependent effects as fat:g'ue.

The foregoing develoinent is provided us wit. a rAlmentary

theory for the s,rthesis of h'.,r. power gcncrating de.:"ce-! for maximal

power transmission to a usef2; 1o.A. Nothing has teen state-, however,

aboit the efflciency of the h't.zirn optrator hiLxo'lf ,r. terms of his *nervy

input and output, and how this efficiency is related to h. %tthod of

generating power. In addition, we have not considered te -ossibility

of an interaction between generatIng power atA performing . control task

simultaneously. 'ho foregoing restr.ctions imply that tht optimal man-

power arrangement will be a rather complicated compromise, i-pending on

the specific nee:.s of the problem at 'and.

ie can, !owever, proceed to outline the types of .wformation

which we will neei about the human operator if we are to at!empt the

design, from the foregoing basis, of man-op4-rated,poer-generating de-

vice.

Primarily, we must have iea ures of the humn operator's forces,

compliances, resistances, masses, and inertias as they exit" in various

postural geometries and as they vary with time.

First, we will need complet- information on how :he force exerted

by a human operator is dependent on tne time schedule of s efforts. Start-

ing with a continuous effort it would be useful to know tht duration that

this effort can be sustained at a constant level and the form of the decre-

ment of this effort with time. T e confounding of such a i.nding with the

means by which the human exerts power present a difficulty common to all the

measurements of the scheduling of human efforts. The means for exerting

forces subs mes both the mechanical device through which h- auman is function-

ing as well as the posture or stance andtpartlcularly, muscular output which

characterize the human. it woild be a pleasing simplification if the tije

characteristics describinp the decreient with time of the human operatorts

output were essentially similar in shape without regard to the means of exert-

ing forces. The actual means of exertIng power might thern establish a scale

factor from wt-ich a f-mily of curves would arise.

15
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Time scheduling can be elaborated to the duty cycle type of

operation previously discussed. Figure 2-2 may make the variables asso-

ciated with duty cycle operation more obvious.

Y1 at, At, Atg at3  I t 3

fipo 2-2. Tis Schsdelo of Mim1e f orts

(a) The term y2 (t) - y1 (t) is the power generated in the

"on" cycle. The base level, yl, is not necessarily sero.

(b) The term At denotes the "o' time of the first cycle, and

At i of the ith cycle.

(c) The termAT 1 denotes the "off" time of the first period

immediately following the first "on" cycle, and a Ti of the ith period.

The boxcar shape, y(t), shown in Figure 2-2sis one of many

possible functions. The "on" time functions could be arcs of a circle;

sinusoidal; periodic or random; etc.

Some of the questions relating to force output under the condi-

tions shown in Figure 2-2 are:

(a) What magnitudes should y2 or yl assume?

(b) Is there an optimumLt, AT relationship from either the

viewpoint of metabolic efficiency or average power output?

(c) How do Y2 and yl affect the pt, 4T relationship?

(d) What form should y(t) Pssume?

16
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A third type of human force output related to tim scheduling

is impulsive force. Iml-Isivo- forces are generated when the human oper-

ator releases a large burst of eneray over a short time interval in a

task which does not require a continuous or serial type of enrg outlat.

Some exules of this type are. kicking a football, batting a ball*

pushing, pulling, or twisting under appropriate conditions. In general,

impulses are best handled by the ontum equation,

I Fdt.

The mechanical characteristics of the human opera'or in various

stances and postures will depend in some not readily predictable manner

on the time scheduling. For example, resistance or complance might be

altered by the onset of fatigue, which in turn could be related to tim

scheduling.

A third major area where information is needed relates to a
constellation of ,ebulous situational and individual differerce effects.

Clearly, the implied development of useful data for engineers concerning

human power generation capacity must face the problem of individual

differences. Similarly, motivation, social facilitation, general pityei-

cal environment, and so forth, will all have an effect on the humants

power output.

Since the goal of this report is to present a collection of

existing data on power generation and to present these data in a logical

order, the foregoing considerations on the dynamt of the human force-

generating device will be used to organize available data on human power

ouLput. The pauc_.y of the data will make the foregoing analysis appear

overrefined. Nevertheless, such an analysis should be latent in evaluat-

ing and interpreting the available data.

17
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SECTION III

CHARACTERISTICS OF STRIATED MUSCLE

Although human power generation could be studied on a gross

level without any detailed not ons of internal functioning, the descrip-

tion, ir Section II, of human dynamics in terms of components capable

of storing or releasing energy implies that a detailed notion of the

functioning of the man ts muscles might shed some light on the validity

or range of apl.icability of this description.

The thesis that gross muscular behavior could be predicted in

terms of the behavior of isolated striated muscles, was the guiding

principle for a series of inspired experiments conducted over the last

four decades by A. V. Hill and his colleagues ( ;0;a;2;-9; 44;;
Originally, the central concept in this work was that striated muscle tissue,

without regard to its biological origin, had a "visco-elastic" property and

could be described as a mechanical system. This early lack oi emphasis on

the physical chemistry of muscles proved to be the undoing of this theory

when it was used to estimate the efficiency of muscular activity. The ex-

tent of the postulated viscosity was thought to be related to the origirn of

the muscle and to its state of activity. This property of muscle tissue

was presumed to be demonstrated by so-called quick-release experiments

whereby an excised muscle, or intact muscle grouping subjtc ,d to iso-

metric tetanus, was suddenly caused to shorten slightly. The characteristic

muscular response was for the tension to drop and then slowly rise to its

final equilibrium value along a path identical in shape with the path char-

acterizing its initial excitation. This behavior is typical of the transient

response of a visco-elastic system. Thus, Hill was able to express the ex-

ternal force, F, exerted by the excised muscle in terms of the theoretical

maximal force, Fo, the contraction time, t, ard the coefficient of viscosity,

k, as:

F = F (1 - kit.) (3-1)

18
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In Hill's usage, l/ta V, where V is the velocity Of shortening

of the muscle; hence k may be associated with a viscous resistance in

Equation (3-1). In applying Equation (3-1)g or subsequent elaborations,

it should be noted that this equation applies for maximal effort contrac-

tions. Remarkably good fits of the experimental data were obtained1 for

Equation (3-1) for a variety of excised animal Piscles as well as for the

gross behavior of several complex muscle groupings in human subjects.

Perhaps tthe major point to be noted is that since we c~n reasonably expect

a decay of human mechanical energy production with time, many kinds of

muscular per'ormances may be expected to fit a curve of the formEquation

(3-1),in some average sense. Whether such gross measures actually indi-

cat. individual muscle action will become increasingly more doubtful as
t the task becomes more complicated,snce innervation and muscle groupings

effects will become of importance.

Feri(2,26) questioned Equation .13-1) and maintained that the

change in tr,.e internal muscular force, Ft. as a function of the velocity

of contraction was proportional to the tension in the muscle so that

dFt

where

Ft  FoeaV F + cV

therefore,

Fn roe&V - cV, (3-2)

where F is the external force exerted, or the load on the muscle, and F0

is the theoretical maximuum force which is exerted at zero velocity. The

constant, a, is a coefficient of tension loss which is fairly uniform

over different muscles. The constantsc, is the coefficient of viscosity.

19
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Foem and Karsh studied the foregoing relationships for the satorious and

(astrocnius muscles of k.* 212j (leopard frog), as well a for the
gastrocneaius muscles of cats, and found it to be substantiated by their

curve-fitted data. In fact, the relationship holds for muscles in dog-

fish, scallops, arid jbjg3 warns as well.

It is important to note that Penn's data showed Equation (3-2) 4A

differed frow Equation (3-1) only at higher velocities of shortening

than thoe for which Equation (3-1) was originally studied. Additionally,,

*xcisod muscles freed from ary nervous influence, were the exclusive test

material for Equation (3-2). Equation (3-1) was verified for muscles in

situ in the performance of gross tasks, e.g. human arm muscle, and yielded

data which Is more pertinent for our purposes. It is possible that the

basic difference between Fenn's Equation (3-2) and Hill's Equation (3-1) V

resulted from:

(a) The reflex innervation of the controlling muscles with the

corresponding complicated phasing of the various discharges.

(b) The fact that in Hill's work on intact organisms the measure-

ment of V was determined for a limb, or for the entire organ-

ism, not for the individual muscle fibres in question.

It is of interest to examine the disparities between Equations

(3-1) and (3-2) oy expanding e av in a power series and neglecting quad-

ratic terms and higher. In this case, letting c -Foa , Equation (3-2)

be cows:

F Fo [1 - ( c')V . . .. (3-3)

Letting V = K/t, Equation (3-1) becomes:

F F0 Cl-kVA (3-4)
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'Since Equation (3-3) is formally identical with Fquation (3-4), Fenn's

correction to Equation (3-1) is a second order effect. Assuming a proper

scaling, the quadratic term in Equation (3-4) would become of importance

as (a + c') V became greater than unity. This fits the experimental 'I'acts

quite well.

Fenn's major point, however, was that the muscle cannot be con-

sidered naively as a purely mechanical system. He maintained that the

loss of tension with increasing shortening speed is a chemical rather

than a frictional effect. For ey-=.ple, a muscle releases energy while

maintaining a contraction. This is highly aberrant behavior for the

usual passive mechanical spring?

In later work(34,L6), which was influenced by Fenn's contention,

Hill became convinced that the visco-ela~tic model accounted for, at bestt

a -'inor part of the description of muscular behavior. He then introduced

concepts which recognized the physico-chemical as well as the mechanical

nature of .usc'.ss.

A finding from these later experiments was that an active muscle
appears to be a two-component system consisting of an undamped, purely

elastic element in series with a contractile element. The following em-

pirical relationship was found by Hill to characterize isotonic shortcning:

(F + a)V b(F 0 - F), (3-5)

or altcrnatively,

(F + C.) (V h-) (F + a)b = constant.
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where (1) a is a constant expressing the heat liberated in contraction
aboe that liberated by an isoamtricallymountedp slectricall-tetansed
muse ei.v INO equa. the heat of shortening.

(2) b defines the absolute range of enera libera•ion# and "dx/dt"
is the muscle velocity of contraction.

(3) Y0 is full isometric tension, and "" is the load or external
force exert e.d

(4) V is the velocity of shortening of the muscle fiber.

Equation (3-5) represents the present best approximation to muscle behavior
as has been demonstrated b7 a large number of experiments for different

types of animal tissue in excised as well a3 intact organisms. It should
be observed that Equations (3-1). (3-2)s and (3-5) all have approximately

the sams shape over limited ranges.

Without the need to accept ti' 4127 concepts for the force-
velocity relations charaecterising ianividual swees we Gan make use of
certain of the carefully usasured data on gross msoular behavior which
was colleeted t Kill's school.

The capacity of the elbow msoles to do work in a saximl effort
contraction was measured experimentally by Hill and Lupton(j.4,Q). The
technique consisted of opposing the force exerted by the flexion of the
elbow in maximal isometric contraction with the reaction of a flywheel of
variable nooont of Inertia. The kinetic ensr imiarted to the wheel of
imn else and mass was masured b7 the quiok-release technique. It was
observed from experimntal data that for both Hill's earlier study# and the

more thoreough succeeding work y ULqten,

V a wO(l - V/t) (3-6)

where W was masured In foot pousdequA t, in seconds. Iaqutien (3-6) follows
from Squation (3-,) on the asouatien that the foroe is constant over the die-
tame of shortnian4j i.e., V a N.
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H U identified:

(1) W as the external work performed in maximal effort contraction.

(2) W as the work done in a similar isometric contraction as the
velocity of condractior, approached sero.

(3) k as the shortest possible time in which the muscle could
contract.

The average of nine measurements on each condition for a practiced subject

yielded the numerical values for Equation (3-6) shown in Equation (3-7).

Work is in foot pounds, and time, in seconds. The variability between

I subjects altered the constants only slightly:

W - 79.1 [1 - o.26/t] 0.26 4 t (3-7)

An effort by the author to improve the fit shown in Figure 3-1 by substi-

tuting the exponential dependence of Equation (3-2) for Equation (3-1)

resulted in deterioratirg the fit considerably.

To determine the power exerted instantaneously in a single contrac-

tion we differentiate Equation (3-7) (See Figure 3-2):

P - dW/dt 38 x 10 3 /t 2 horsepower 0.26 0 t (3-8)

For the contraction of shortest possible duration, about 0.26 seconds for

the previous subject, we have a maximtum possible instantaneous power of 0.55

hp. It should be noted that Equation (3-8) may be in errortsince in taking

the derivative of fallible data one tends to raise the "noise" level. This

power is a theoretical maximum of no practical value, since in 0.26 seconds,

Equation (3-7) indicates no work is done. Instantaneous power over a van-

ishingly small time interval has no practical meaning.

Equation (3-1) was further verified in a maximal effort bicycle

ergometer pedalling experiment by Dickinson(2O). The bicycle had an 18cm

pedal crank and a 3:R pedal travel to wheel travel ratio. The concept of

muscle shortening time becomes quite fuzsy,sirnc Dickinson was actually
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obtaining the average of a force exerted in a circular ovement. The

complicated muscle groupings and patterns of innwrvation in bicycling make

the eztension of Equation (3-1) from its original restricted definition

questionable.

By varying the load and pedal speed, and assuming that the time

for half a revolution of the pedal was equal to t, Dickinson found

F -F.(l - 0.16/0) 0. 16 t, (3-9)

00
where for the three feimle subjects, 37 kg-s < FO < 56 kg-., and for the

one male subject 75 kg-m < F < 85 kg-m. The values for k were very stable,

varying from 0.159 seconds to 0.162 seconds for the four subjects studied.

Converting Equation (3-9) to the equivalent work and then instan-

taneous power form for the male subject:

P - dW/dt * 98 x 10 3 /t 2 hp 0.16 a t (3-10)

and f or the average female subject the instantaneous power was:

*dW hp (32P W 75 x 10-3 /t 2 hp (3-1)=dt =

The theoretical maximum instantaneous power in a single leg move-

ment is 3.8 hp for the male subject, and 2.9 hp for the females. As witn

Equation (3-8), this maximum does not tell us much about the sustained

average power over a useful duration of time.

The general form of Equation (3-1) was even verified by Lupton(4)

for stair climbing exertions. One can then conclude that for single effort,

maximal exertions, Equation (?-6) provides a good estimate of the relation-

ship to be expected.
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More recently, (1947), Dern, Levene, and Blatr(l2) claimed to

have demonstrated the inadequacy of Equation (3-6). but their experiments

were not convincing since the magnitude of components of muscular tension

along the major axis of the muscle was not readily apparent in their com-

plicated experimental combination of linear ard rotational movements in an

elbow flexion effort. They disclaimed the u-.erlying thesis of Hill that

microscopic measurements of muscle activity ,ould substantiate theories of

the behavior of large wiscle groupings in th. intact organism,by pointing

out that

(a) a gross muscular movement was extremely complicated in terms
of neural innervation.

(b) antagonists as well as agonJsts were active during the contrac-
tion, thus making the isolation of effect.& perilous, at best.

A later study by Wilkie(2), however, provided a more appropriate

test of Equation (3-5), and probably is the best suimary of the present

status of Hill's theory. Wilkie found that the antagonists relaxed in

rapid movements against external forces, and that only in a slow, moving

fixation type of movement were the antagonists active.

In an elegant series of experiments on maximal elbow flexion,

Wilkie demonstrated that Hill's theory as derived for isolated muscles

could be shown to apply to gross muscular behavior. The only ambiguity

whic& remains is whether the hyperbolic F versus V curve of Equation (3-5)

is due to muscle characteristics or to the innervation scheduling of the

muscle. Evidence from excised muscles favors the hypothesis that the

hyperbolic force-velocity curve is characteristic of the muscle itself.

Figure 3-3 shows a plot Wilkie obtained for elbow flexion. Each point is

the mean of 30 observations and the variances are negligible. Three other

subjects had similar curves. The constanta/7i0 n Equation (3-5) was O.2C

for the subject of Figure 3-3. The range of measured a/P O for the four

other subjects was 0.2 a a/P 0 0.48. The experiment was such that the

subject rested his upper arm on a table, and pulled a load with his hand

by rotatiaV nis forearm in a v'c ^ plans about the elbow 4oint.
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Referring back to Equation

(3-5), one can determine the condition

for maximum power, FV. This occurs

when F/a - V(l + Fo/a) - 1. For Fig-

ure 3-3, for F - 7 dynes, V = 2m/sc.

the power is 140 watts or about 0.2 hp.

This figure is considerably more accu- Oafs

rate than the previously quoted value Fisre 3-3

for maximum horsepower from Equation
rorce Vs. Velocity (or Maximl Effort

(3-8). However, since the abscissa in *wan w Veo fom wil efo 609,a, Elbow FI.exion (ho. Wilkie. ref. 60)

Figure 3-3 shows hand, not muscle fibre

velocity, the maximizing condition in Equation (3-5) does not strictly

apply.

In plots of the velocity of the hand versus time in the maximum

effort elbow flexion experiments, Wilkie noted an oscillating tendency in

the response which varied with the force load on the arm. He related this

to Hill's postulated contractile plus elastic element model for a muscle.

Seeking to magnify the effect, he incorporated a series compliance in the

cable on which the man exerted force.

He was then able to indicate experi- M.*~ sawN

mentally that the oscillation was,

indeed, due to a series compliance.

Wilkie then postulated the following

simple model for a muscle (see Figure riut,, 3-4. egra. of 1hel. Polling Ag.int
a Ioed (from Wilkie, ref. 'A!)

3-4).

In Figure 3-4, the symbols

represent the following:

FL - isotonic load force against which the arm is pulling

F - tension in the muscle
v a the velo'ity of the hand
V = the velocity of shortening of the muscle
3 a the compllance of the muscle structure (assuming

no external compliances)
M * mass of the forearm and associated measuring apparatus
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From Figure 3-4 we see that the equation for the forces is

F - FL + M dv/dt, (3-12)

and the equation .'")r the velocities must be

V - v + G dF/dt. (3-13)

iewriting Equation (3- ) as

V (Fo + a)b/(' + a) -b, (3-L)

then oliinaing, F and V, we obtain the equation of motion for M:

d 2v  (F0 + a)b
Vv +...... . -b (3-15)
it F + M dv + a
tdt

The constants in Equation (3-15) were obtaired as follows:

F assumed the following experimental values: 4.53; 9.63;

11.57; and 13.42 megadynes.

That portion of the mass, M,characterizing the apparatus was

obtainable directly. The rest of the mass, M, which represented thm -rm

was obtained by first determing the volume of the arm by Imiersing it

in 2-cm steps into a large container of water and measuring the overflow.

The essentially continuous volume measure was needed for subsequent moment

of inertia calcvlations. The mass of the bone was obtained by comparing

an X-ray, picture of the arm with bones of known mass, and the flesh mass

was determined from its volume and average density. For one subject, the

moment of inertia about the elbow resting on a table, was 0.53 kgcm 2 , and

tuhe equivalent mass at the hand was 0.52 kg.
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The constants, F., a, 'J b, were obtained by fitting curves

such as the one shown in Figu 3-3.

The compliance, G, was measured from isometric contraction data.
Accepting the assumption that the force-velocity relationship is the same

in the contractile elements under either isomtric or isotonic contraction,

one can see that the elastic element whose compliance we seek must lengthen
during contraction to preserve the isometric condition.

The rate of shortening of the contractile element is

(PO + a)b
V . b

(a)

and the equalising rate of lengthening for the elastic element is

G IF

Equating and solving for G:

(Fo + a)b
F+a dt (3-16)

Consequently, G is determinable from the F vs . t curves and from known
constants of the muscle system.

Since the computation of the series compliance assumed it was

all localized at the hind, the values are biased upward. In addit4on, G

was a decreasing function of F. The valkes of G selected correspond to

0.67 Fo, and for the five subjects they were as follows:

Subject A B C D I

G ,m/mgadyne): 1.1 1.1 0.6 3.6 0.5
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Since Equation (3-15) was not ;ntegrable directly, it was

solved by means of an analogue computer(60). Figures 3-5 and 3-6 show

the similarity between the measured and the computed velocity vs. time

curves.

Velocity-Time Carves (ftoo Wilkie, re. U)
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The foregoing has recated to methods for measuring and de-

scribing short bursts of human power output. In general, the human was

interacting directly with a simple mechanism during these rr ximnim effort
exert ion.0

There are, however, c a ny interesting examples where a +man does

work on his own body by propelling it forward, thus imparting either kiretic

energy or both kinetic ard potential energy to his body, depending on the
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direction of his motion. In the following pages we will see how such

measurements can be made for the case of running. These data are not of

direct valu* in the design of machines but they do illustrate some of the

characteristics of the human prim mover.

In an effort to substantiate Hill's early theory of internal

viscosity effects in muscular exertion for an experimental study of sprint

running, Furusawa, hill, and Parkinson(28) proceeded as follows:

Let M be the mass of a runner who can exert a maximum force, F, in pro-

pelling himself forward horizontally on a level track. Assume

F - fg, (3-17)

where g is toe acceleration of gravity %nd f is a dimensionless character-

istic of the .-unner's build, strength, fitness, etc., which has the follow-

ing range: 0.5 * f 4 1. Internal losses and fatigue put an eventual limit

on the velocity which the runner can attain, but Hill ass,med that his

hypothesized viscous drag effect acted first. rhis viscous resistance may

be assumed proportional to muscle size and roughly proportional to body

weight as follows;

viscous losses = M v/a, (3-18)

where, M is the runner's mass, v is the horizontal forward velocity, and

a is a constant.

The differential equation of a runner, up to the stage where fatigue be-

gins, is therefore:

" t1g - (3-19)
dt
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Iy. fPsaf -0 (1- et/6),

I and

v 0 fga (1- " a) ', (3-20)

where y is the distance run, and t is the time measured from the moment

that the muscles have become innervated.IA series of experiments were performed on sprinters and the

results show a remarkably close fit to the solution of the foregoing

equation so that:

l (1 - •t/a) (3-21)

where v fga is the terminal velocity before the onset of fatigue. The

Equation (3-21) form is comonly found where an energ storage device is

in the process of discharging its energy subject to resistive losses. The

constant, a, is commonly desigrated as the time constant for this system.

Best and Partridge(j) expanded this type of study by loading

their runners with a resistance, R, by means of a cord attached to the

waist which unwound from a friction-loaded capstan. They found that the

dynamic equation of running was modified, as expected:

2
d t mg 'R Az(3-22)

dt d

It is possible to solve for F, the propelling force in the sprint

elatlon, (3-7), by means of detailed time and velocity measurements of the
runner. Using P and the runner ts velocity, his generated power can be com-

puted. The fastest sprinter studied by Furusawa, Hill, and Parkinson.H.A.R.,
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weighed 165 pounds, ran 11.-46 yards per second, with a force equal to
0.815 of his weight. In so doing, the sprinter developed 8.5 horsepower
in overcoming both internal and external resistances.

It is important to note again that the conventional measures of

power developed by a man generally derive from a measure of some useful

output rather than from the basic relationship:

Power - • .,

where F is the force along the velocity vector, v. Thene indirect and
conventional work or power measures often take the form of simply measur-

ing the changes in potential energy in the earth's gravitational field.
Actually, of course, the man can do work in creating kinetic energy as

well, although such work is often ignored since it is rarely useful in a

power sense. Thus, the work done in climbing stairs is the sum of the

kinetic energy due to the velocity achieved, which energy is dissipated

in heat on coming to a stop, and the potential energy in the gravitational

field. The potential energy is the only convertible energy remaining;
hence, it is the commonly measured quantity. This ambiguity in measire-
ment techniques,together with the fact that the power is dissipated both

internally and externally, is what makes the 8.5-hp figure appear o'it-

landish.

The viscous friction model of Hill, although not tenable on a
)muscle fibre level, does serve to provide an adequate average description

for the gross data of running. Fenn made a detailed analysis of running

to determine where and how the energy losses actually occufred rather

than aesum ir the presence of some average vIcou0s rcsistance. His tech-

niqus conisted of using mtion pictures for deterainAtions of the mtion
of the bod 's enter of gavity and of the imbo about the center of
Sravity, as well as a r ording platform to masure the forces developed
during the forward W backward pushes in the strido(33,U).
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For a runner developing 13 hp, as measured by his total oxygen

consumption, of which 7.8 hp represents recovery energy costs, Ferm
determined that 2.95 hp were accountable as external work:

Work against gravity 0.1 hp
Velocity changes of body 0.34 hp
Acceleration of limbs 1.68 hp
Deceleration of limbs 0.67 hp
Overcoming wind resistance 0.16 hp

2.95 hp

Facial and body muscle contractions, sideways motions of the body, and
work against viscosity are not included in this breakdown, The remaining
2.25 hp is divided between fixation energy, waste heat, and internal- fric-
tLonal losses. The energy remaining for viscous friction losses, in con-

tradiction with Hill's theory, is thus quite small, since tl.e other two
losses are far from negligible. The horsepower for Fenn's example com-

parable to Hill's 8.5 hp figure is 2.25 hp + 2.95 hp = 5.2 hp. Evidently

Fenn's sprinter was weaker than Hill's.

Thus, although there is no question but that Fenn's refined

analysis of sprint running is definitive, the formal analogy between
Equation (3-20) for all its approximate nature, with an electrical re-
sistance and inductance circuit is still enticing. The velocity, v, is
the analog of the curert, i, in an RL circuit whose transient behavior
for a step voltage is 'eing studied. This simple analogy is of signific-
ance in a hoped for impedance-matching analog of man power transmission.

In such an impedance-matching modelthe ability of the muscle
to convert kinetic energy to potential energy and then to release this
energy at an appropriate time is of importance. A muscle which takes up
the impact, Ft, of a moving limb stretches and may be thought to have
acquired potential energy. The stretched muscle, however, must maintain
continuous contractions in order to retain t)his potential energy. Thus,

the muscle is continuously losing and redevelopig4 energy. A muscle may
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be thought of as "charging stor ge" for stored energ at a rate determined

by the balance of the dissipative and regenerative actions. In the move-

ments in running, the mantenaoe cost or "storage charge" is lese than

the cost of redeveloping the tension in the auscles(j ,2,6j). In other
movements, this may not be the case. In az y event, a simplified spring

constant picture of muscle neru storage in isowstric contractions, is

at best, a rough approuimtion to a complex process, but if it is possible

to measure equivalent attenuation factors and effoctive spring constants,

it is not an unworkable concept for gross calculations.
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SECTION IV

EFFICIENCY OF MUSCULAR WORK

Although there are many maximum effort exertions in which power

may be generated without regard to cost, there is considerable utility in

knowing how efficiently the human body converts its stored fuel into me-

chanical work. Such information would be of direct value in establishing

caloric requirements for the performance of energy-consuming tasks such

aR marching, industrial work, athletics, etc.(2l, 7). A more exciting

possibility, however, is implied in the projected encapsulation of human

operators for future space travel. Such an encapsulation would require

a knowledge of the heat transfer and mechanical properties of the man in

this closed system. Since fuel would be at a premium, it might not be

feasible to use as many power-amplifying devices as we employ under our

usual conditions of existence. In such a case, a human passenger would

have to pay in services for his weight by observing, controlling by per-

haps changing the vehiclets attitude, and, when necessary and possible,

generating power. The human's capacity to do work is controlled by his

fuel, the amount of oxygen available to him, and by the carbon dioxide

concentration in his ambient atmosphere. The logistic econony involved

in supplying food energy to the humr;- would present a painstaking though

solvable problem. An associated problem is that the human can live only

in a rather restrictcd temperat.uie range. It is necessary, consequently,

to consider the heat balance problems occurring in this isolated system

where the human operator may be called on to do work.' Actually, muscular

activity ii themajor means available to the human for controlling his body

temperature.

Muscle activity produces heat during the mechanical rezcn-e -

so-called "initial heat", and during the reenergizing or recovery period -

so-called "recovery heat." The initial heat is composed n, * 'o -arts-

"heat of activation", A, and "heat of shortening", ax, wh.,. x is the

distance of shortening. The heat of shortening is proportional to the
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amount of shortening by the const1ant, a; the heat of activation is presum-

ably the waste heat of the chemical reactions by which the transition from

rest to activity occurs. This heat is unaffected by shortening or the per-

formance of'work, and it is at its maximum rate before the mechanical re-

sponse is detectable, and vanishes at the onset of relaxation. Heat of

maintenance is similar to heat of activation and is a slmed effect, aft,er

internal shortening is completed, of the various heats of activation charac-

terizing the establishment of it state of full activity(38).

The heat of recovery is the exothermic balance of a series of

endothermic and exothermic reactions which accompany the oxidation processes

by which the muscles slowly restore the chemical substance from which the

muscular activity derives itz cncrgy. This recovery heat, in the presence

of oxygen, is approximately equal to the total initial energy released as

activation heat, shortening heat, and work. Thus, the energy of contraction,

E, is

EA + aX + W,(-l

and the total energy output is approximately 2E. The efficiency of per-

forming would then be

Eff = W/2E (4-2)

As a practical matter, the total energy output of the body is

generally rnasured either by means of a huge calorimeter, or, more commonly,
from the oxygen consumption as measured by a Douglas bag or similar device.
The oxygen consumption can be related to the body t s energy output from the

fact that the amount of heat liberated in the oxidation of food in the body

is the same as the amount of heat liberated upon burning the same food

external to the body in a calorimeter. Consequentl,. measuring the oxvAn

necessary to oxidize different foods externally, and the heat developed, we
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can get a measure of the heat developed by a human body tAi-le consuming
a known amount of oxygen and burning certain types of fuels. The respira-

tory quotient, which is the ratio of 002 liberated to 02 absorbed, is an

index to the type of fuel the booy is burning. Tables have been prepared

which relate 02 consumption to heat output for various respiratory quotients.

The ranges of heat produced per liter of 02 at standard temperature and
pressure are from 4.686 to 5.046 kilooalories(1). The lower figure is for

fats and the higher for carbobtdrates. The respirator7 quotient varies

during the course of work such that it increases during heavy work, takes

a steep short duration rise at the completion of the work, and then slowly

subsides to a rest level. Thus, a conversion of 02 consumption to kilo-

calories requires, at the very least, a masure of the average respirstory

quotient, since the body acts in a gross w&7 as if it were burning dif-

ferent fuels dur!ng exertion, than during rest(Ia).

Another problem in getting an accurate measure of the total

energy produced arises from the fact that wtile recovery is rather slow,

i.e., a few minutes to an hour, the contraction of the muscle which pro-

duces work may take no more than a few ailliseoonds or,at most,a fraction

of a minute(I7). The result of this is that after a sustained effort, the

contraction processes acquire a free energy debt, in the thermodynamic.

sense, to the recovery processes. This debt is a function of the effort

and duration of the work alone, and its measure is the "oxygen debt".

The oxygen debt is the excess of oxygen absorbed over the normal require-

ments after the exertions have ceases. In maximal effort exertions, the

energy reactions are anaerobic; hence, a steady state is not possible.

Fatigue increases as the energy resources are depleted and as the waste

products increase. With such efforts, diet, ability to dissipate heat,

limiting atmospheric 02 concentration, lung capacity, etc., become of

great imporance(21).

The importance of Iun 'opacity and 02 concentrafion arises from

the fact that as exertions approach a maximum effort, the depth and rate
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of respiration increase so that the body is able to absorb oxygen at about

20 times the resting rate. This oxygen is needed to oxidize the g:aste

products of muscular activity. It is the oxygen supply, not the inherent

muscular strength, which limits the human's power production.

Over short periods of time the vascular system can adjust so t

to allow a greater amount of oxygen to be supplied to the hungry active

muscles at the expense of other parts of the body; such as the viscera.

In this way, peaks of power are achieve, essentially by spreading the

oxygen debt over the whole body rather than limiting it to a specific

muscle complex. The limiting power a man can generate witho ,t building

up an oxygen debt can be determined from the maximum rate at which he can

absorb oxygen from the atmosphere. This figure is about 4.5 liters per

minute.

Using a crude average of the Zuntz data(62), we can convert this
oxygen consumption to an energy production of about 22.5 kilocalories.

Later in this section we shall see that the man's efficiency for conversion

of this energy to mechan - a! energy is about 20%, with 25' as a possibie

upper limit. On this assumption, the man's peak steady-state horsepower

is t. c1. , 3.4 to 0.5 hp. For short bursts, acting anaerobically,

the man can put out a greater effort, but he must repay the nxygen bank

at the end of his efforts. In Section V, we will see how close waximunm-

effort cycling studies come to this figare(61).

In the early twenties, Hill dveloped a theory, based on consid-

erations of maximal effort contractions of individuil muscles, which held

that maximum efficiency should occur for a certain speed of muscular con-

traction. The basis of this theory was Equation (3-6),

W W0(l kit),
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and the assumption that the physiological cost or energy liberated was

H = A + Bt.

The constants, A and B, had particular significance in terms of the then
current theory for isolated muscle tissue, since

W (1 - k/t)
= /= (3)

This expression has a maximum tim, which is the solution of

2t -2kt -k A/B = 0m m

Since k, A, and B are all imperfectly known, this relation had little prac-

tical value. Unfortunately, many of the attempted tests of Equation (4-3)
were not conducted under the assumptions underlying this equation.

Equations (4-3) and (4-4) were used as an argument that efficiency

was dependent mainly on speed of movement and only remotely on the amount of

work done. Dickinson and Lupton(21,") both worked within this framework

to determine the optinal time for an individual muscular contraction. Lupton

determined it to be 1.3 seconds for a single movement of the leg in stair

climbing, 1.36 seconds for elbow flexion; and Dickinson determined it to be

0.9 seconds for a single downward movement in pedalling. Since these were

gross measurements of rather complicated muscle patterns, the applicability

of the theory is dubious. However, their data do point up how impractically

slow maximallyefficient effort is.

Th ra iTh',np 'f tkh mayim,)m Afflrn-iv,y of hiiman mi'qrin hR a .tivity

is of considerable value in a complete human factors study of a man in a

c .o.ed .y.Lti. Tie 'best" judgement on the available data for positive
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mechanical work is that 20% is a reasonable figure. Some of the early

studies yield efficiencies for bicycle ergometers which are about 25%

(assuming an efficiency of unity for these seasuring devices). This data,

however, suffer from the f&ct that the recovery period energy was not

measured. The subject in one experiment(l ) was given a ten-minute rub-

down after exercising; and in another pioneering study(J) no apparent

effort was made to measure energy expenditures during recovery, although

considerable care was directed to getting a proper metabolic base line.

The following are representative dc*a, which are probably all

biased upwards except for the stair climbing, which seems to justify

Coulomb's thoughts on the subject (mentioned in Section 1):

Maximum Muscular
Efficiency Work Source

27.9% turning a winch Reach(s)
with arm muscles

24.4% climbing stairs Lipton(')
(assumed 7 min.
recovery time)

26.7% arm flexion* Lupton(lt)

24-25% bicycle ergometer Benedict and Cat.hcart(Q)

24% bicycle ergometer Campbell, Douglas,
and Hobson(II)

Although there exist a large number of bicycle ergometer studies

from which efficiency Iasures were side, these studies are comparable only

in the most approximte sense. This is because weay mechaneal aspects of
cycling, such as heigt, of saddle with regard to the cyeists leg .ngth,

position of satle, length of pedal strobe, etc., met be centrolled to

min coiparisons of bioycliig efficiencies manlngful. In addition to

thee difficultioes, base Line metabolism masuremente ae often dubioues,
* Altht ~ _p"Ia tn' 4 "ft Yey timl ,vas pQgtUl&.9, E Wat COV.ut#4 b

curve fitting to st the eonstante In fqation (4-3)t solving 4uation
(4-4) for ta and substituting t a in aution (4-3). Sine respiration
wasures wore amn the techniques used to evaluate the oenstsnte in
Equation (4-3)0 the computation of the efficionoy leaves much
rom for error.,
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as are certain steady-state assumptions on 02 consumption, and the closeness

of approach to maximum effort exertions. Thus, one can easily iiagine how

the amaiured optimal pedal speed in bicycling can assume such disparate

values as 33 rpm, 52 rpm, and 70 rpm.

Crowden, Dickinson, and .rry(16,2 ,) obtained data which

appear to confirm the rresence of a rather flat efficienzy maximum around

33 rpm. On Figure 4-1, we present data from Asmussen, Crowden, and

Dickinson(2,14, 1) for the power range, 0.10 w hp w 1.40. Although the

absolute values may be misleading, the general snaps of the curve is

probably accurate. Time durations were, in all but one case, of the

order of one or two minutes. The Croedon 33 rpm data were for 6 minutes.

The Asmussen data were obtained by assuming a 4.9 conversion

factor from liters of 02 to kilocalories and using Asmussen's regression

fits to his data. Since Asmussen's data were derived from a regression

line for constant rpm Studies, they are presented as a vertical bar on

Figure 4-1.

In order to approximate the relation between efficiency and

horsepower generated in continious cycling, various bits of data were

combined.

Crowden's data were obtained with a bicycle arranged for maxiM

comfort in terms of its mechanical features such as seat position. His

study demonstrated that for the same speed of pedalling there was no varia-

tion of efficiency with the duration of effort for up to 250 seconds of

work. The comparison was made between the efficiency in 250 seconds of

continuous pedalling at 72 rpm as compared with ten 25-second work periods,

each separated by 3 minutes of rest at the same rate of pedalling. All

expired air during work, and recovery was measured. However, when the

sXwe total amount of work was done at an optimal speed of 33 rpm, as com-

pared with sprts of work at 101 rpm, the optimal speed was more efficient

in the ratio of 22% to 15%.
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P. bott, Bigland and Ritchie(l) obtained data for varying forces,

and for speeds varying from 20 to 80 rpm. The conversion of the given 02

consumption to kilocalories of work produced is very dubious, since Abbott,

Bigland, and Ritchie didn't convert the 02 consumption to standard tempera-

ture and pressure conditions. There was no point in their doing this since

t they were interested in ratios of 02 consumption in their paper.

Figure 4-2 is a plot of efficiency of horsepower generated by

the hicycle ergometer withort regard to velocity of motion. It will be

noted that submaximlim efftciencies, i.e., higher speeds, give the appear-

ance of increasinr with horsepower for a limited range of measurements.

This might result from the fact that very low horsepower requirements may

be urduly affected by the weight of the limb,. themselves; whereas, for

higher loads, the limbs are a less significant percent of the load. The

clustering of high efficiencies at lower power outputs are all at about

33 rpm.

This discussion of the effi;iency of positive work may be sum-

marized by the following quotation from A. V. Hill(29):

"When positive work is done, as in climbing a staircase or ped-
alling a bicycle uphill - ir. hoth nf ,,hich the load is approximately con-
stant - there is a particular speed at which the physiological cost,
measured in terms of energr used and oxygen consumed, is a mininunm. The
existence of an optimum speed depends chiefly on the balance between two
opposing factors. The first one is that the quicker a muscle shortens
the less is the external force it can exert, for a given degree of stimula-
tion; hence, if the external load is fixed, the muscle, in order to shorten
quickly, has to make greater effort and be stimulated more strongly - which,
of course, means more energy used. The second factor, working in the oppo-
site direction, is that the slower a muscle shortens, the longer its con-
traction has to be kept up In order to carry out a given extent of movement;
and a longer lasting contraction means more enera used. At a certain speed
the best compromise is reached and the energy used is a minimum. This region
of maximum economy is rather broad, and the speeds within this maximum are not
always practical."

Most of the physiological factors involved in muscular efficiency

are beyond the machine designer's control. The optimal speed for efficient

work may be found. This speed my not be practicalsince rate of energy
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production my be as imprtant as efficiency for a given application.

A factor over which the machine designer has soe control is the

extent to which various mAwle groups will be permitted to have work done

on the (perform "nepgtive work) while lengthening, as compared with doing
"positive" work while shortening. It is clearly to be expected, however,

that so called "negative" work in which the maucles have %ork done on then

as they lengthen, as in bicycling downhill, will cost less physialogicily

than the converse example of positive work in bicycling uphill. The con-

verse example, however, mst involve similar muscle groups. Thus, in a

stair climbing ercise, the negative work study requires descending the

stairs backards, if they were ascended normally. If the limb is described

uy a mving fixation in that both agonists and antagonists operate, the

force of gravity is cancelled; and for constant velocity, the se additional

work is done with or against gravity.

The bulk of the experimental data on positive to negative work

costs were obtained from bicycle ergometer studies. Asmussens technique

was to have a subject bicycle on a treadmil which could be pitched to

simulate up or downhill cycling. Abbott, Bigland, and Ritchie, on the other

hand, arranged two bicycle ergometers so that one subject drove the other.

Thus, the man doig negative work was rt back-podalling, but was actually

interchanging muscle lengthening and shortening in his work efforts. Thus,

Loth cyclists exerted equal forces at equal speeds.

Under various oonditions of lengthening and shortening the active

muscles at low to moderate speeds, the ratio of positive to negative work

costs measured by 02 consumption varied linearly from 3: to 9:1 in Asmussen's

work, for which pedal speed was held at 67.5 rpmi. Abbott, Bigland, and Ritchie

found the same general linear dependence on speed of pedalling, measuring a

range of from 2.411 to 5.2:1 for speeds from 25 rpm to 52 rpm with loads de-

signed 5o as to avoid an oxygen debt. At very high speeds of shortenil,

occurring at a bicyaling speed of 480 rM Asmussents measured cost ratio

reached 125:1. The characteristics of very high-speed negative work is that
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its cost approaches sero, and it is independent of the intensity of work

over most of the range investigated.

On Figure 4-3, we have plotted the efficiencies for both negative

and positive work derived from the Asmussen, and the Abbott, Bigland, and

Ritchie data. The consistency In these curves is surprising, considering

the questionable manipulations to which the original data were sub'ected.

The increased cost of positive work over negative work was ex-

plained by Abbott, Bigland, and Ritchie in the following fashion:

Consider Figure 4-4, which is a force-velocity diagram for con-

traction of maximum effort for human arm muscle as measured by Wilkie and

presented by Abbott, Bigland, and Ritchie. Let us assume that Figure 4-4

is a description of a single muscle fiber.

1 9

flvre 4-4. Irree Velocty laarm br M rm ecle (from AMot, *ignd,
Ill.rate.e reh 1)
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One can tee that the force exerted by a fiber while lengthening

at a given velocity is considerably greater than the force exerted by this

fiber were it shortening at the sam velocity. In order for the positive

working cyclist and negative working cyclist to operate in equilibirum by

generating equal forces, the forward cyclist doing positive work must, if

the excitation frequencies for positive and negative work are equal, have

more fibers in action than the resisting cyclist. At a velocity, vl, the

forward cyclist must have fl/Fl more fibers actuated. Since 02 consump-

tion is related to the number of active fibers, positive work is clearly

more costly than negative work.

The increase of the ratio at high velocities may be explained

by the fact that the cycling effort was maintained at a submaximal effort

to avoid oxygen debt problems. Consequently, F, the load, was kept small

for high velocities of pedalling. Since v increases, f increases, and f/F

will also increase because of the restriction on F.

This simple increase of effort indicated by the model based on
the increase in the number of fibers participating in the contraction is

an oversimplification. In living animal tissue, tension below the maximum

is characterised by the asynchronous excitation of mary fibers at frequen-Icies below that which would produce a fused tetanus. :he economy, in terms

of work output and heat liberated in a contraction, increases with the fre-

quency of stimulation up to fused tetanus. Consequentiy, in a single fiber,I
the heat liberated, therefore the 02 consumed in maintaining the contraction,

increases less rapidly with an increase of stimulus of excit'tion than does

the mean tension of the muscle.

Consequently, the forward pedalling cyclist's effort is measured

by 02 consumption, but not in a simple fashion because of the simultaneous

increase in econonW of contraction as more fibers are recruited with higher

frequencies of innervation.

The resisting effort is reduced both for the simple reason given

previoiisly ar//or because of the lower excitation frequency required to

activate an adequate number of muscle ribers.
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SECTION V

USEFUL HUKAN POWE OUTPUT

In this section it will be necessary to combine and compare data

from various sources in order to achieve a consistent picture of human

power production. Handwheel or crank, pedal, and whole-body-involved work

will each be treated in order, Within ech grouping an attempt will be

made to discuss power output in terms of continuous maximm effort work,

maximua effort work with rest pauses, self-paced work, and power generated

over relatively short intervals. None of? the foregoing groupings consti-

tute rigid categories and the working definitions will become clear from

each specific usage. Furthermore, there will be instances where it will

be necessary to deviate slightly from the foregoing organisation.

The Bilodeaux(J-2), singly and ,ogether, carried out a series
of experiments which appear to have been generated by the observation that

performance while either working or learning was characterised by decre-

ments in response as a result of continued responding. This formal simi-

larity gave promise that learning theory concepts might apply to repetitive

motor tasks.

A Hullian schene was used to structure the effects of rest on the

inhibition of the rate of response, and the analog of the familiar condi-

tioning finding, spontaneous recovery, was demonstrated and neasured.

The cranking apparatus was & crank handle rotating in a horisontal
plane with a radis of rotation of 4.5 inches. Different resistive loadings

were provided by the braking force of a tachometer generator. For any gaLen

loading, the power generated was a gently accelerated function of rate of

rotation. The general experimental procedure was for the subject to stand

facing the crank, and holding it with a standard grip, to rutate it as fast

as possible. The power generated could be measured from the revolutions

over 5-, 10-, or PO-afcond intervals. In Figwre 5-1, we -e."'s nt a typical

performance decrement curve obtained in a maximum effort cranking. Each
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data point is a combination of 50 subjects averaged over 20-second inter-

vals(2). Figure 5-2a represents the same data as Figure 5-1 plotted on a

log scale versus reciprocal time. The general form,

hp Le / t 0 6 t 300 sec, (5-1)

is seen to be a reasonable approximation.

The constant, L, appears to be related to the resist've torque

load, and m may be a function of the musculature involved in generating

the power. For example, when the shoulder and upper arm are more heavily

involved, m would be expected to change.

An experiment was conducted to determine the effects of self-

pacing in work neratio , by varying the subject's prior work experience

and his instruction so as to control the subject's expectations as to the

duration of his taik(8). On Figure 5-2b, there is plotted data for two

groups of 40 subje,:ts each. The first group had 30 seconds prior cranking

and the second group had 3 minutts r-'ir cranking experience with the

apparatus. The subjects were led to believe they would only have to crank

for 10 seconds, but instead their tasks lasted two minutes. Each point

represents 40 subjects who were cranking against a load slightly heavier

than load No. 4, which is a parameter in Figure 5-1. It will be noted

that these data are fitted reasonably well by curves of the form of Equa-

tion (5-1). Other groups of subjects in this experiment were instructed

to expect 3- and 5-minute cranking sessions, and they, too, only cranked

for 2 mLnutes. Presumably, these men paced their effort to last for the

longer expected run. Figare 5-3 is a plot on log-log coordinates of

horsepower versus time for these men. As before, each point represents

40 men, and the pretrial practice was for either 30 seconds or for 3

minutes. Thes( data are adequately fitted by the form,

hp Kt~k. (5-2)
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In Figures 5-2b and 5-3, the notation describing the subJectfs

cranking experience and xpectations is as follows:

Cranking Expected Cranking

xprience Duration Code

3 main 5 min 3-5
3 rmin 3 mi~n 3-3
3 rain 10 see 3-10

30 sec 5 rmin 30-5

30 soe 3 rai 30-?
30 sec 10 see 30-10

Curve )on Figure 5-3 represents cranking experience

and expectations 3-10 and 30-10 as shown on Figure 5-2b.

II
C, ,

-4-4- -t

TIME oW)

Figou 5-3. ftewr Gmermtuim -wA Cmbletag as nflumem4 or fAJects"
l atettome of ahiW L4mgth (tfuin M Ia 4 , r*f. 8)
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The 1a-Ves of Figure 5-2b are plotted on Figure 5-3, and they

clearly are of a different form, although the stable value of power gener-

ated over a long interval of time approaches the same value in either the

paced or sprint corlitions. The form of Equation (5-2) is not fitted for
the 10-second point for subjects not having had prior cranking experience

and so= concurrent notion of its duration. Figure 5-2a my not show this

effect because of the 20-second time resolution.

Since sprinting and self-pacing approach the same steady-state-

power-output value, one could convert from self-paced power output to
sprint output for a given cranking task, for which m in Equation (5-1) is

known. Consider self-paced, cranking-produced powers hpl, generated for

a time, tl, which is 100 seconds or more. From Equation (5-1) and our

steady-state assumption, we can compte the horsepower generated in a

sprint of 20 seconds, hp20 , as follows:

m/20
hp2 0 a- hp1 ;:: (5-3)

For large values of t 1 , this becorms:

hp2 0 a hp 1  (5-4)

The constant, m, must be obtained from a fitting obtained to data obtained

over equivalent conditions.

At this point, it is well to mentior that neither E.quations (,-,)
nor (5-2) can be expressed as solutions of arW simple differential equation.

This shortcoming meant that these curc fits are descriptive conveniences

rather than techniques for obtaining a fresh insigtt into a process.
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In Section II, the question of the possible existence of an

A

optimal rest period was raised. In oiew of the deonstrated recovery of

Spwr producing capacity after working, one might seek that rest period

which yielded an average power, over a given time interval including rest

pauses,which was greater than the power averaged over an equal interval

of continuous work.

Bilodeau(Z) stulied interpolated rest periods in a cranking test

using their heaviest resistive loading on the crank.

Five groups of 54 basic-trainee airmen each cranked as fast as

possible. Each group performed ten 30-second trials, and the groups dif-

fered in that rest periods of 0 10, 30, 90, or 180 seconds were inter-

polated after each trial for each different group. Data on power generated
were obtained over 10-second intervals of the work trials. Figure 5-4

illustrates the recovery of power output following rest.
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Computing the average poer generated over the first five minutes

for each condition, and plotting this against the percentage of time worked,

we obtain Figure 5-5. In these particular circumstances, continuous work

is clearly most productive.

A study of what was essentially a self-paced power-generating

task was conducted by Katchmar(4). The subjects, who wore military per-

sonnel, stood facing a crank which they rotated so that the plane of rota-

tion was perpendicular to the horisontal and the axis of rotation was in

the direction that the subject faced. Crank radii of 4, 5, and 7 inches

were available, and constant torques from 0 to 90 in-lbs could be pr>uced.

The instructions wore ambiguous, but they appear to have been inter;reted

as "crank at the fastest rate which you can maintain for the longest. period

of tive". The subjects apparently stopped when they could no longer maintain

their selected rate of turning. In all cases, time was called at ten min-

utes.

Figures 5-6a and 5-6b prisent plots of horsepower generated yl.

time the self-paced task was maintauned. Each data point is the average

of 5 subjects. These curves were fitted, disregarding the experimentally

imposed 10-minute point.

The analytic approximations determined were:

Cranking ApproxImting
Radius in.ton

4 hp w 5.0 t- 8

5 hp - 3.0 t"1.2  60 t 600 seconds

7 hp a 0.14 + 17 x 10-5 t

The inconguity of the horsepower versas time function for the

7-i ch oranking radius is diftfint to urnerstard. The 4- and 5-inch

radius cranks produce data whih indicate that the subjects were inter-

preting thee taks a 4ef-ptod by ecmparison with Figu 5-3,
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One can plot average power generated over intervals from 1 to 10

^Iinutes in this self-paced task against the tangential resistive force on

te crank. Figure 5-7 shows this relationship for the three cranks. It

-s conventional to measure torque in problems of rotational dynamics, wherc

hp = To;, where T is torque, and o) i angular velocity. Since we would lik

to 3cparate the interactions of maxiiu. speed of r-itation (a skeletal and

S ,dszular effect), as we" 1 as to maintain r.'-Us of cranking as a distinguish-

ablv parameter, the abscissa of Figure 5-7 is expressed in tangential force

rather than as torque. Torque equals the radius of cranking multiplied by

this force.

In the following we will discuss the generation of power by

cranking over intervals of time which are in most cases, less than 30

-;cconds.

Hick and Clarke(2) studied the rotation of cranks of 4.25-inch

radii.i of rotation in both one- and two-handed control in a tracking task.

I'he subjects were seated with the crank's plane of rotation vertical and

%he crank's axis of rotation perpendicular to the direction in which the

c rator faced and located about 5 inches above t" c _bcw vol of the

5cated subject. A frictional torque, which vari d slightly with rpn, was

. id... to the handwheel. The authors were primarily interested in the

loads which the operators could overcome before losing control in their

: o5ition-control track!.ng task. With one-handed tracking, 12 young sub-

)ccts of average physique were studied to determine the speed at which

]os of control occurred. The speed of rotation demaryded by the task was

increased slowly so that power was generated at a fairly constant level

7 or between 10 and 30seconds at the breakdown speed. The loss of control

was manifest by lagging the target and then catching it by spasmodic efforts.

in Figure 5-8, . have presented the average power output measured under

Lhese conditions. The power curve must, of course, return to zero as the

..... ....c.. ..: a antudc hi h tha ope -ato,, cailaut overcome.

Actually, in the Hi(;k and Clarke data, the approach to zero o eurs because

rhc speed of cranking at which tracking can be maintained approaches zero
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with incroasing load. The power was masured from the product of the

avorae, rotational speed and the frictional torque which was overcome.

The speed at maximm power for these data was about 180 rpm. The approach

to a constant slope of that portion of the power curve which extends to

the origin represents the limitation on power generation due to the mxima

speed at which the subject can rotate his crank. This maximm speed of

ropation was about 260 rpm.

We have plotted the data from Figure 5-2a for the first 20 sec-

oads of cranking on the sam plot, and it will be seen that these data are

consistent with the data of Hick and Clarke.

Using Equation (5-3) and some questionable assumptions, it is

possJVb_.e to adjust the self-paced data of Figure 5-7 to a form compatible

with Figure 5-8. The Bilodeau and the Katchmar cranking tasks are similar

in their physical characteristics. Thus, in Figure 5-2a the steady-state

crank rotation for load No. 4 corresponds to the generation of about 0.04

hp against a tangential resistive force of 5.5 pounds. In the 5-inch

radius self-paced task on Figure 5-7, we find 0.04. hp is gererated against

a 6-pound tangential load.

In order to convert the Figure 5-7 data to its sprint equivalent,

let us assume that the foregoing point of cor tact l etoeen the tanks implies

that m in Equation (5-1) i3 approximately equivalent for the Figure 5-6 and

5-2a data, and equal to 17 seconds; and that L is a function of loading

only. Consequently, using Equation (5-3), we can compute the sprint horse-

power for the first 20-second interval.

Since Figure 5-7 shows a unique horsepower to tangential loading

function for each crank, th, calculation of Equation (5-3) can make the

Iatchmar data compatible with Figure 5-8.

The 7-inch crank produced data inconsistent with that for the

4- and 5-inch cranis. The .,so of Equation (5-3) pishes the maximum power

for 4- and 5-inch cranks o-t beyond the value determined under the tracking

conditions; whereas, for tte region of the curio where they are comparable,
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the data from the three diverse sources are consistent in a satisfying

anner.

It is of interest to note that Hick and Clarke, the Bilodeaux,

and Katchmar each used a cranking axis at right angles to that used by the

other two experimenters. Despite this, the data fall on the sam line in

Figure 5-8. This would indicate that for small cranks, position effects

* are of minor importance.. Findings by Reed(5) for cranks of radii between

b.8 and 2.8 inches, and very light loads, indicate that whether che crank-

ing be clockwise or counterclockwise is also relatively unimportant for

small cranks.

Power generation by cranking through larger radii was investigated

y A. E. Hickey of the Electric Boat Comipar(l). His apparatus consisted

of a crank mounted to rotate in a verticle plane at the edge of a sturdy

,able. The crank axis of rotation was 36 inches from the floor, and the

crank radius of rotation could be set at either 9 or 12 inches. The 9-Ancn

-rank was turned counterclockwise and the 12-inch crank was turned clock-

wise. A prory brake supplied the resistive torque. The subJects were naval

ratings who stood in front of the crank and rotated it as fast as possible.

The subjects usually each made two trials, one for a total of 20 turns and

a second trial for a to~al of 30 turns, for each value of the torque loading

on the crank. In only one case was the time duration for the 30-turn trial

as high as 40 seconds. In all the other cases the duration was close to 20

seconds for the 30-turn session. Since the power generated in the 20- and

30-turn trials was about equal, they were averaged together. Between four

and ten trials were averaged for each data point. Some of the subjects were

used for different crank loadings, but only the stuardiest subjects were

capable of operating under the heaviest loads. Figure 5-8 presents Hickey's

data up to the point where the subjects spontaneously shifted from one- to

t wo-handed cranking. On the assumption that this point represented n'ximum

effort power generation for the crank used, Hickey's data was ixtrapolated

to intercept sero at an estimated forc. loading. Using the Muiller and MeAller

data for two-handed handwheel operation(.U), assuming the maximum force for
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$one hand in half that for two hands, one would get an isometric force of

about 90 pounds for an instantaneous effort. Since we are interested in

forces maintained for about 20 seconds, the x intercept of Figure 5-8 is

reasonable. The speed of rotation for the 9-inch crank maximum power

production was about 1.10 rpm and about 85 rpm for the 12-inch crank. The

maxiou limiting speeds, as measured from the constant slope portion of

the curves extending to the origin, were about 170 rpm for the 9-inch

radius crank, and about 150 rpm for the 12-inch radius crank.

On Figure 5-9, we have plotted the Hickey data after the subjects

shifted to two-handed operation of the single-handle crank. The maximum

I for power output for the 9-inch crank occurs at about 85 rpm, and the

maximum is about 80 rpm for the 12-inch crank. The limiting two-handed

speed of rotation was 30 rpm for the 9-inch crank, and 100 rpm for the

12-inch crank.

Hick and Clarke also studied two-handed winding, using 6 subjects

with essentially the same apparatus as was previously discussed, save for

the presence of an additional crank at a 9-inch separation from the first

crank. The twisting moment imparted by this reciprocal winding was not a

problem for the operator. On Figure 5-9. we have plotted these data for

4.25-inch radii of cranking. Maxim= power occurs at about 140 rpm, and

tthe limiting speed of rotation is about 210 rpm.

r The development of useful power by impulsive outputs of enerv

has been studied for both conditions in which the ruscular involvement was

large as well as for more restricted =jscular involvement as might be in-

volved in a manipulative production line task. The generation of Power

over such miniscule intervals as iccur in kicking a football, punching a
. bag, swinging an "~es will not be considered here. Such episodesp however

interesting, m more naturally characterized by the impulse momentum, i.e.,I Fdt - I, rather than by their energy or power characteristics.
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In order to obt ain inforvatioi on the types of motions permitting

the greatest velocity azyL horsepower for the design of tools, jigs, work

methods, etc., Koepke anl Whitson conducted an experiment(41) on six men

whose ages varied from 21 to 30. Six different weights, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18,

and 21 pounds, respectively, were accelerated by the subjects using six

types of right-hand motions. The motions were:

(i) Lou ,forehand le from right to left with the
Saria extended.

(2) Long roe92e from left to right with the
arm extended.

(3) Short forehand sweP from right to left with the
forearm only, the elbow being held at the side.

(4) Short baekhzA1 swe from left to right with the..
forearm only, the elbow being held at the side.

(5) Forward thrust of the right arm from a position
at the right side of the body.

(6) Pull of the right arm toward the body from an
extended position of tne front of the body.

Jeterminationn were made of the time history of the velocities #

attained and the useful power expended by each of the subjects under theI foregoing conditions. These determinations were made with the subjects

in a sitting position. No definite termination points were specified in

the motions since the effect on the subject of anticipating a stop was

considered undesirable. The weights were taken in order of their nagnitude,
starting wi-th the heaviest. The six prescribed manipilations of the weights
were made Ln the order previously presented. All of tie motions with one

weight were completed before going on to the next. A Krief pause was taken

between iaotions.

Time intervals of 0.01 seconds were used to determine accelera-

tions and velocities of the weight, and maximum instantaneous horsepower

magnitudes were computed for the duration. The goneral findings of inter-

est to us are as follows:

(1) The variability between subjects was considerable.
(See Figure 5-i(W

(2) The maximum. instantaneous horsepower is fairly strongly
dependent on thr type of motion but is not very sensitive
to the weight roved in the range studied. (See Figure 5-11 )

6]
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(3) Averaging overall subjects and motionse thte maxi~mum instan-

taneous horstepower is independent of the weight moved over
the range studied. (So* Figure 5-12.)

f
Wg"--'g..

- AC *UM 0tsew MO I
A"d Wbitgc ref.O 41

figur S-11. lt ionh Hetre. *uS*C1 M o f
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It is of interest to note that the mximam instantaneous hp with

motion No. 6, which was grossly siallar to the elbow motion in the Lupton

studies discussed in Section 211, has a comparable maV-imum value (see

Equation 3-8). The fact that this maximua is much greater than Wilie(2)

predicted from Figure 3-3 might indicate that Wilkie's refined apparatus,

by limiting the musculature involved, may have resulted in a decrease in

the effort that the subject could produce as compared with Lupton's(()

sonewhat less rigid experiment, and as further compared with the free move-

ment of Koepke and Whitson's motion

In addition, Koepke and I-I

Whitson's data are measured oer a

0.01-second duration and are thus
Me**" n *A. b44TO "0 Nov@S

closer to instantaneous power.
The Lupton power maximum

was computed on the assumption that

the power was maintained over the min- • - - , s iWrn's..i accltlgaai*- L5

imum contraction time of 0.26 seconds.

This time over which the maxim\um vo0-

city is relatively constant is a func-

tion of the load, and this may help to "---

explain the difference between the

Lupton and the Wilkie maximum power .-

va1leas. Furthermore, as previously I t&

noted, the manipulations to which the I
Lupton data were subjected would easily £ -
permit errors to creep in. ,,,o e, 4,

(4) The time to reach the maxi- Firwe S-I. U 9lr Cure: stseonahip Phtw.et

mum instantaneous hc sepover Weight A~ee*reted mad Tim to aeeh Muiam

can be soon a a function of V,; Less 1 Tim: tIet %elip b ts.a Type
*, the weight and of the type of ofr mie d Ti. to Ihehe ICm oer.pour

motion. (See Figure 5-13.) (fr. I s1& ead ut, ref, 4J)
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Tte foregoing findings together with the data on the velocities

achieved in each motion have been applied to production problems. Kany

other applications are apparent.

The geraration of power by k pedal-operated device is probably

the technique with which wo are most familiar. This method of power

generation has been commonly used in bicycling for ground locomotion and

m used in muscle-powered flight for aerial locomotion? It is,

therefore, rather surprisi4 that so much of the data on long duration as

well as short, duration efforts in ticycling type tasks are of a testimonial

rather than of a well-documented scientific nature. Much of the difficulty

in obtaining comparable data results from the multitude of variables which

are associated with bicycling as was mentioned in Section IV. In addition,

in metr cases, it is hard to determine whether the task performed was max-

imum effort or self-paced. Since we cannot, in general, specify crank

size, leg motion, average rpm of pedal, etc. for the pedalling data, they

will be presented ithout detailed comment.

During the years of the twenties and thirties, about four and one-

half centuries after Leonardo da Vinci designed an ornithopter, interest in

mscle-powered flight flourished in Germany, France, Italy, and, to some

extent, in the Soviet Union. Although both ornithopters and propeller-driven

vehicles were studied, the propeller-driven vehicle appeared to be most prom-

ising. The essential function of muscle power wals to prolong the flight of

highly efficient gliders by aiding the low sinkir4 speed characterizing such

aircraft ( !,J).

As a consequence of thi3 interest in muscle-powered flight there

exists an arcane German literature on human power generation by means of

pedalling as well as by means of handwheel rotation. One of the theories

ibout human power generation which was current among the "nuskelflugers" was

one attributed to a Dr. Brustmann who apparently held that the time integral

of the power curve had an upper limit of 80,000 kg-m. The precise origin

of this figure as well as the functions describitig the time history of this
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limiting poer-generation are unknown to this writer, although it appears

to arise from the asympto to the envelope of maximum power-goneratJon

curves urndr all types o" exrtions( , i). In Figure 5-14, data presented

by Haess3ler(), without detailed coLent, are shown. The upper curve was
generated by a well-known, highly-trained racing cyclist. The lower curve

was generated by a strong, but not especially well-trained cyclist. One5

of the Benedict and Cathcart(J) subjects, a trained athlete (N.A.X.)

pedalled the bicycle orgoator at a sustained effort for 4.5 hours. His 3

data point is included on the upper curve. The odd point at 60 minutes

was the average of the highest power outputs produced by two subjects of

Garry and ishart(a2) pedallinS for an hour under instructions that they

maintain a given speed without showing fatigue. Whether this speed could

have ,een maintained for a larger interval is not clear from the reference

cited.

The influence of test pauses on power generated was studied by

Crowden(16) with a healthy young bicyclist as his subject. A comparison

was made between bicycling continuously for six minutes at the sub-maximum

effort, but optimally efficient cranking rate of 33 rpm, and bicycling for

20 seconds at 101 rpM - resting for 40 seconds, Although pedalling in a

maximum-effort spurts was less efficient, the average horsepower was higher i

than for the continuous case. If we disregard the last 40 seconds of the

continuous run so as to avoid averaging the last 40 seconds of sero effort

in the intermittent run, we obtain the following %verages for power gener-

ated over 320 seconds:

Continuous effort - 0.13 hp.

Intermittent effort a 0.16 hp.

The continuous effort data is the average of two 6-minute runs. It we

compare over 6-minute runs we have:

Continuous effort - 0.13 hp.

Intermittent effort a 0.14 hp.
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T he wnrk per ig ive.nt was kept constant for both 'r2s oL

cranking. Th,,, although the slower rate of cranking is more efficient

metabolically, tL, naxLim .ort cranking is more effective, over approx-

imrately 6-minute intervals, ir producing power. it i.s to be expectyl,

however, Tha over long periods of" Miort the average torsepovcr g~nnrva_.

,t a moxiallv e fficient spced will exceed tUP average generated by cornhi-

nations of other speeds and rest. pauses.

In a siinbixinal effort bicycling cxperim ent, iAller(Q) de::on-

at rated tLAL for a given toiai resL eo:se ,aration many on"!! pauses were

more desi-able t.>an fewer long pauses. H[is prim'itive experimental desgn

precludes any quantitatie use of these data.

Bujas and Patz(1) obtained results conl'irminS &.urts findin;'

in that the average power output is greater for shorter pauses in a max-

imum effort static (i.e., purely internAl work) task than it was for longer

pauses. Recovery from fatigue proceeded at a higher rate when the subject

worked against a heavy load than when he worked against a light load.

in Figure 5-15 we have replotted certain short time duration

power-generation data obtained by Ursinus(1) by having the subject pedal,

crank a wheel, and perform both acts simultaneously. These data are prob-

ably not representative, since the subject was very highly trained. It

will be noted that the Crowden data fall considerably below the comparaole

Ursinus data points. The pedalling rate in the Ursinus data was 108 rpm.

The horsepower versus time function has no significance below t - .C seconds.

The curve fits 'yeld the following approximations:

Mode of Powcr
Generation

arms hp, l.5t - '4 0

loe hp = 2.8t' 4 0  10' t 9 300 (se)

arms & lags hp a 4.4t-.4 0
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Figures 5-14 and 5-15 fitted as they are by the Equation (5-2)

form, provide a temptation to extend the notion of the self-paced task to

the skilled athlete's power output. It may be that a skilled athlete (all

of the sub:ects ir. Figures 5-14 and 5-15 were skilled to some extent) has

learned how to pace his output in such a fashion that he doesntt emit a

wasCe,'.l burst of 2ower early ir the course of his activity and thus incur

an oxygen debt which will rapidly increase and fatigue tim. Instead he

may work at such a rate that his oxygen debt rises rather slowly until he

must finally stop his efforts. This may constitute a general self-pacing

behavior. This argument is, of course, far from compelling. It is of

interest to note the consistency of the long time duration power in

Figures 5-i4 and 9-15 with the maximum magnitude of 0.5 to 0.4 hp mentioned

in Section IV.
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Bossi and Bonomi(L) in Italy present a curve st.owing ++he gener-

ation of instantaneous power, as a function of speed of rotation, bj'

fEile Casco, an extremely powerful cyclist, as well as by Hofrann; the most

powerful pilot previously tested at te MuskelfLig Institte. Jhese data

are shown on Figure 5-16. Comparing Figure 5-16 with Figure 5-75 it would

appear that Hofmann was the pilot from whom Ursinus obtained the data in

Figure 5-15, and that the instantaneouis power was measured over a WG-second

interval.

-HOFMANN4 (ains and los)

/101 CA$C (arms* end loge)

-CASCO (lop only)

____....HOFMANN (lago only)

__-_----_HOFMANN (orms only)
i

O 100 Its 140 1" 1e0

RPM

Figure $-16. enei.tion of Iustataneous P(Awr an a Iuetlom of veed of lotaLion
(obtained Ihy Io0 aO lmooi, ref. Z_)

I

There exists very little convincing data abolAt the gross involve-

ment of the human musculature over long and short durations in power gener-

ation by means of other than simple, conventional mechanical systems.

Rowing is included in this category, since the magnitudes of power

i produced are similar to those produced in running and climbing. Henderson
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and Hagprd(.) present data on the Yale University Crew which won the

1924 Olympics. These data indicate that 0.57 hp were generated per man

over a 4.8 minute duration. The data, howver, wre obtained by towing

a loaded shell at the end of an ice scale at the saw speed attained by

the crew. Wasted effort, f-ore the viewpoint of propelling the shell, was

arbitrarily assumed to be 25%, ana this approximation diminishes the value

of this frequently quoted horsepower rati.ig for a championship rowing crew.

Lippisch(Q) has presented data which imply that a sprinter

generates about 7 hp; a racing oarsman about 2 hp over ten minutes, And

continuous power can be generated at about 0.25 hp over a period of one

1our. These data, however, are suspect since the mesures for the sprinter

and oarsman are presumAbly useful power plus wasted power: whereas, the

0.25 hp is presumably useful power only. (See Figure 5--.,.)

To complete this summary of power generated by gross body muscu-

lature, we have the following data on climbing. These data consider that

work done should be a change in potential energy only; hence they present

power values which are much less than the Hill or Fenn data for sprinting.

Table 5-1 (from Blix[l0j)

Work Duraition Average hp
Mountai..n climbing, moderate marV hours 0.11
Mountain climbing, severe 1-2 hours 0.16-0.22
Steep, 100 meters 3 3/4 minutes 0.44
Climbing a treadmili 30 seconds 0.52-0.78
Running 'pstairs with 10 kgm load 15 seconds 0.81
Running stairs, no load 30 seconds 0.94
Rf nning stairs, no load 4 seconds 1.24-1.30

Other data related to climbing are for the Ben Nevis climb of 4300 feet in

I hour, 8 minutes and 19 seconds, or an average hp of 0.27(a).

There are several remaining aspects of the problem of character-

izing man-generated power by means of mechanical devices. Motivation,

individual variability, postural effects, and performance with respect to

c A iLeria oLher than power production, are a group of miscellaneous aspects
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which are centered more or less on the general problem of individual dif-

ferences.

Motivation is the easiest of the foregoing factors to discss.

It is clearly important, but no relvant quantitative data were fourwA.

Some quantitative measure of individual variability in a cranking

task may be obtained from the Bilodeau data(f). In fable 5-2 we present

the standard deviation to mean ratio, q/M, for each of the twelve 10-second

intervals which comprised the two minutes of cranking for which X was

plotted on Figures 5-2b and 5-3. The number of subjects for each determina-

tion was 40.

Table 5-2

RATIO OF STANDARD DEVIATION TO MEAN

Cranking Trial No. avuae
SchedLle 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 11 12 a/K

Sprint 3-10 (2b) :08 .C7 .08 .09 .11 .11 .11 .12 .11 .11 .11 .12 .1030-10 (Fg -b 08 .09 .09 .10 .10 .10 .10 .i1 .12 .13 .10 .11 •10

3-3 .15 .12 .11 .09 .09 .09 .11 .09 .09 .10 .10 .09 .10
Self- 3-5 .15 .14 .13 .12 .11 .12 .12 .11 .2. .12 .11 .12 .12
paced 30-3 (Fig. 5-3) .13 .12 .10 .10 .10 .09 .09 .09 .09 .09 .08 .08 .10

30-5 .14 .12 .12 .11 .1i .11 .11 .12 .12 .12 .13 .12 .12

Table 5-2 demonstrates a difference in trend between the aIM ratio
for sprint power output as compared with the q/M ratio for self-paced power

output. For simplicity one can assu that this variation with time is neg-

1. ! gible, and further assume that a fairly constant AIK ratio characterises

other human power generation tasks. These assumptions enable us to convert

data obtained from exceptionally proficient athletes (see Figure 5-14) to

data which might characterise the mean of the appropriate population of

athletes.
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Consider the renowrd cyclist in Figur. 5-14 to be three stadard

deviations abnVO the mean of a population of good cyclists. From Table 5-2,

lot o/( for this population to 0.12. Therefore., if r is the nasured per-

forranes of the renowned cyecist, and the population man is N,

N = 430 X+ 3 (0.1=)

4 Mr/./-3 .7 r (5-4)

On Figure 5-14, the tted line parallel to the renowned cyclist's curve

was drawn according to Equation (5-4). The ratio, (YI, is clearlr not a

constant for this situation, and it actually appears as if It has the

general characteristic shown in Table 5-2 for self-pacing crankirng tasks.

SlAilar cavalier treatment of the data could be applied to Figures 5-15
and 5-16 in order to obtain better estimates of the performance of average

* emb*ero of the population.

Postural effects in the generation of power relate to such matters

as anthropometric measurements, and the location of controls, appropriate

harnesses and backrests(1_,1,), and the definition of functional amas

for working such that geometric position has associated with it a weighting

which denotes the operators ability to generate a force or to do work(54).

As a general rule, postural or positioned effects are unimportant

when relatively small amounts of power are generated, as with cranks of

radii between 4 and 5 inches. The comparisons on Figure 5-8 bear Out this

point sir,.e the cranks compared were rotated about all three orthogonal

axes. Although much work has been done with regard to the optimal position-

ing of larger cranks and wheels, the maxima about reasonable positions are

fairly flat. To be sure, large work decrements have been demonstrated for

absurd positions of cranks, but common sense is about as good a Suide as

the data available. It appears to be true that the position of maximum

force and endurance is also that position for which submaximal forces may

be applied with least fatigue. The position of maxiaum force, however, is
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not pnrally equal to that position frm which most precise otrol m
be exerted or that position which is mst como.tabl.Q~aO).

Backrests, harnesses, nonslip floorinig - all contribute to greater
power otput by so positionaing the operator that he my assu a favorable
mechanical relationship with his machne without having to dissipate some

of his own energr in maintaining this position. The particular dos#i of
such devices cannot be discussed independently of the particular machine

being operated.

Finally, a remark about performance with regard to criteria other
than power production is in order. In the Hick and Clarke study of power

generation in a tracking task(a), both variability and absolute error in-
creased markedly with increased power production. Genorlly speaking the
wel.l-kown increase in variability with increasing fatipe will deteriorate

performanc eamasured by criteria other than power pnhration, in a power

generating task.

io
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SECTION VI

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMlDATIONS

There have been two different goals in the foregoing sections:

- (1) An effort was made to organize with respect to the orienta-

tion of Section IIand to compare such data as were avail-

able on human power production. The paucity of these data

made some rather questionable extrapolations necessary in

an effort to fill in .0e gape.

(2) An effort was made to Indicate a scheme which could be

applicable to the design of man-machine systems for the

most efficient power transfer from the man to the machine.

Although one might readily suggest that the mar gaps in the

existing data should be filled by a series of laboAous, painstaking (and

probably uninspired) experiments, this is not the opinion of this writer.

The second of the goals of this report provides much greater promise for

a useful end product. In the foregoing sections the work conducted by

Hills school, culminating in Wilkie's data, has deonstrated that measure-

ments and theoretical considerations related to the microstricture of the

human musculature, i.e., the individual muscle fibers, can be used to pre-

dict the performance of the gross anatoy of the body. Evidence that the

individual muscle possesses a measurable compliance was introduced(59,61).

These facts, with their implications that the impedance-matciIng concepts

of Section II are realizable, are the basis of our recommendations for

future work.

A program to implement Section II should be carried out so that

the dynamics of human muscular activity can be studied in this framework.

The goal of this program should be the measurement of such (ynanic para-

meters of human behavior as compliances and masses in simple power-produc-

ton tasks. These reasurements should be made in the intact, living organ-

ism, unlike certain classic data on this subject(ll). A strt has been
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made in this direction by the various attempts to characterise the masses,

and t14 imswwnts of inertias of various limbs about selected aws(,,2) 1

This program should proceed by attempting to design, construct,
and then to test simple mechanical devices designed from optimal power

transfer consideration. The positive results of a successful investigation

will yield both obvious practical advantaess, as well as the more fundanmntal

benefits which will be derived from knowing more about the dynamics of huan

mechanical activity.

as' Krendel, Chief,

ngimering Psychology Section

Approved by:

Lews P. Tbor, Nicol H. Smith,
Associate Director, Director, Laboratories for
Electrical Engineering Research and Developaent

8'
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